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We propose an improved fast multi-orbital impurity solver for the dynamical mean field theory
(DMFT) based on equations of motion (EOM) of Green’s functions and decoupling scheme. In this
scheme the inter-orbital Coulomb interactions are treated fully self-consistently, involving the inter-
orbital fluctuations. As an example of the derived multi-orbital impurity solver, the two-orbital
Hubbard model is studied for various cases. Comparisons are made between numerical results
obtained with our EOM scheme and those obtained with quantum Monte Carlo and numerical
renormalization group methods. The comparison substantiates a good agreement, but also reveals a
dissimilar behavior in the densities of states (DOS) which is caused by inter-site inter-orbital hopping
effects and on-site inter-orbital fluctuation effects, thus corroborating the value of the EOM method
for the study of multi-orbital strongly correlated systems.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 71.30.+h, 71.10.Fd, 71.10.-w, 71.15.-m
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamical mean field theory (DMFT), which
was proposed1,2 and developed in the past decade, is
presently one of the most widely used methods for study-
ing strongly correlated electron systems. Although it is
exact only for infinite dimensional systems, it has been
proven that it can provide a good approximation even for
three dimensional systems. For low dimensional systems,
a cellular DMFT has been developed in order to take into
account spacial fluctuations. For a review of DMFT, see
Refs. 3 and 4.
In the DMFT, the main tasks are to solve the so-
called impurity problem and to derive the DMFT self-
consistency conditions for a specified lattice of a real ma-
terial. For the former task, several numerical techniques
have been developed to construct the impurity solver,
e.g., the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method,5 the ex-
act diagonalization (ED) method,6,7 numerical renormal-
ization group (NRG) method,8,9 density matrix renor-
malization group (DMRG) method,10 the continuous
time quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) method,11,12 and
the equation of motion (EOM) method.13–15 The EOM
method, which is the focus of the present article, works
directly on the real frequency axis and for any temper-
ature, and in addition has numerical advantages as it
is computationally faster than other numerical methods,
because other methods are all computationally expensive
due to the involved matrix manipulations, in which the
Hilbert space dimension increases exponentially with the
number of orbitals. Moreover, the EOM method is a very
general method that can be implemented to a large vari-
ety of systems in different cases. Also, through the study
of equations of motions, we can learn more about the
physics underlying interesting many-body systems, and
do not only focus on the numerical technique and code
development. The EOM method has actually been used
by J. Hubbard in his corner stone work16–18 and has con-
tinually been studied by various people in studies of the
single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM) and Hubbard
model (see, e.g., Refs. 19–26). Here we study the impu-
rity solver based on the EOM method within the DMFT
framework. This study will also be beneficial for the
development of further techniques, for example cellular
DMFT for low-dimension systems beyond the standard
DMFT, or development of techniques for directly solving
the multi-orbital lattice model with tight binding.
On the basis of equations of motion and decoupling
techniques, an infinite U single orbital impurity solver
has been developed in Ref. 13 and a finite U single or-
bital impurity solver with spin-orbital degeneracy N has
been developed in Ref. 14. Recently, a multi-orbital
equation-of-motion (MO-EOM) impurity solver has been
developed by us in Ref. 15, which correctly captures the
physics of many-body systems with the inclusion of the
inter-site multi-orbital hopping interactions. However,
in Ref. 15 we have used the mean-field approximation for
the on-site inter-orbital Coulomb interactions and have
neglected the inter-orbital fluctuations, which is approxi-
mately valid for those systems where the inter-orbital ef-
fects are weak or there exists strong screening. For those
systems with strong inter-orbital fluctuations, which can
happen, e.g., when the orbital levels are energetically
very close or when an applied external field exists, the
inter-orbital fluctuations can be important and have to
be included.
In this paper, we have developed an improved EOM
method for strongly correlated multi-orbital many elec-
tron systems, in which we have implemented a higher-
order decoupling scheme, where the on-site inter-orbital
fluctuations associated with the inter-orbital Coulomb in-
teractions are well included. A double check of the nu-
merical results and iterative convergence procedure are
introduced by calculating both the electron system and
the associated ‘hole’ quasi-particle system in order to ob-
tain accurate results. Using this MO-EOM scheme we
find that the Kondo peak at the Fermi level is well re-
produced for heavy fermions, and also the Mott metal-
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2insulator transition27 is observed. In addition, it is ob-
served that the Hubbard bands are splitted due to the dif-
ferent intra-orbital and inter-orbital Coulomb interaction
strengths, and the quasiparticle DOS shows therefore an
interesting multi-peak structure. This feature has been
studied by tracing the difference between a two-orbital
system with identical band widths for the two orbitals
and that with different band widths. Comparisons are
performed between results obtained with our MO-EOM
method and those obtained with NRG and QMC meth-
ods.
The paper is organized as follows: The equations of
motion, decoupling scheme, and physical assumptions are
introduced in Sect. II. Then in Sect. III, the results for the
two-orbital Hubbard model as an example are discussed.
Finally, a summary of the work is given in Sect. IV.
II. DESCRIPTION OF MO-EOM METHOD
We start our description from the model Hamiltonian.
In many-body physics, the Hubbard model, in which only
the hopping of electrons between the sites and the on-site
Coulomb interactions are considered, is the simplest yet
one of the most important lattice models. For a multi-
orbital system, the Hamiltonian can be written as
H = −
∑
ijlmσ,i 6=j
tijlmf
†
ilσfjmσ +
∑
il
Ullnˆil↑nˆil↓
+
∑
ilmσσ′,l<m
Ulmσσ′ nˆilσnˆimσ′
+
∑
ilmσ,l<m
(
V ′∗lmσf
†
imσfilσ + V
′
lmσf
†
ilσfimσ
)
, (1)
where i, j are the site indices, l,m are the orbital indices,
σ, σ′ are the spin indices, and f†ilσ, filσ are the creation
and annihilation operators for electrons with σ spin in
l-th orbital, respectively. The first term describes the
hopping of electrons between the different sites. The sec-
ond (third) term is the on-site intra-orbital (inter-orbital)
Coulomb interaction term. The last two terms are the on-
site inter-orbital single hopping of electrons, where V ′∗lmσ
and V ′lmσ are the inter-orbital hopping amplitudes for
spin σ between the l-th and m-th orbitals.
In the dynamical mean field theory, the lattice model
is mapped to an impurity model, usually the single-
impurity Anderson model (SIAM), and the interactions
between sites are mapped to the interactions between the
impurity and a bath. For Eq. (1), the mapped SIAM has
the following Hamiltonian,
Himp =
∑
klσ
εklσc
†
lkσclkσ +
∑
lσ
εflσf
†
lσflσ +
∑
l
Ullnˆl↑nˆl↓
+
∑
lmσσ′,l<m
Ulmσσ′ nˆlσnˆmσ′
+
∑
lkσ
(
V ∗lkσc
†
lkσflσ + Vlkσf
†
lσclkσ
)
+
∑
lmσ,l<m
(
V ′∗lmσf
†
mσflσ + V
′
lmσf
†
lσfmσ
)
. (2)
The first (second) term is the energy of conduction elec-
trons (localized electrons), where the electrons in differ-
ent orbitals are labeled with the orbital index l. nˆlσ =
f†lσflσ is the occupation number for localized electrons
with spin σ in the l-th orbital, and εflσ is the orbital
level. The third term is the on-site intra-orbital Coulomb
interaction term, and the fourth summation term is the
on-site inter-orbital Coulomb interactions between elec-
trons of the l-th orbital and m-th orbital. The fifth sum-
mation including two terms is the hybridization between
the localized electrons and the baths. The last two terms
are the on-site inter-orbital single hopping, where the site
index has been dropped comparing to Eq. (1).
In our studies, we have used the double time
temperature-dependent retarded Green’s function in
Zubarev notation,28
GAB(t, t
′) =  A(t);B(t′)
= −iΘ(t− t′)〈[A(t), B(t′)]+〉, (3)
where A(t) and B(t′) are the Heisenberg operators. and
Θ(t− t′) is the Heavyside function. Applying the Fourier
transform, we have obtained the Green’s function in ω
space, which should satisfy the equations of motion
ω  A;B = 〈[A,B]+〉+ [A,Himp];B  . (4)
For a multi-orbital electron system, if we define the
following anti-commutation relation for the operators,
[flσ, fmσ′ ]+ = 0, [f
†
lσ, f
†
mσ′ ]+ = 0,
[f†lσ, fmσ′ ]+ = δlmδσσ′ , [flσ, f
†
mσ′ ]+ = δlmδσσ′ ,
we can calculate with Eq. (4) and obtain the first two
equations of motion as follows (here we only show it for
one orbital, m),
3(ω + µ− εfmσ) fmσ; f†mσ  = 1 + Umm  nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+
∑
l,l 6=m
(
Ulmσσ  nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ  +Ulmσ′σ  nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
k
(
Vmkσ  cmkσ; f†mσ  −
∑
l,l 6=m
V ′lmσ  flσ; f†mσ 
)
, (5)
(ω + µ− εkmσ) cmkσ; f†mσ  = V∗mmkσ  fmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
l
V∗mlkσ  flσ; f†mσ l 6=m, (6)
where µ is the chemical potential. Moreover, we have em-
ployed the notation σ′ 6= σ which will also be employed
in the following context.
The first term of Eq. (5) (i.e., 1) on the right hand side
(RHS) reflects the existence of a particle with spin σ in
the m-th orbital itself. The second term on the RHS of
Eq. (5) reflects the fluctuation of the spin σ in the m-th
orbital accompanied by the spin σ′ in the m-th orbital,
which can be considered in another way as a fluctuation
of the spin σ when spin σ′ exists. The third (fourth)
term gives the fluctuation of the spin σ in the m-th or-
bital accompanied by the spin σ (σ′) in the l-th orbital,
respectively. Furthermore, Eq. (6) describes the situation
that the electrons hop from the bath to the localized or-
bital, in which event the electrons can hop to any of
the orbitals of this impurity, while in Eq. (5) there is the
procedure that electrons hop from the localized orbitals
to the bath. Therefore, we can imagine as a physical pic-
ture that one electron hops from the m-th orbital of the
impurity to the bath and then hops back to the m′-th
orbital, where m′ can be identical to or different from m.
Consequently, the hybridization parameters V∗mmkσ andV∗lmkσ label the processes that one electron comes from
the m-th orbital and return to the m-th or l-th orbital,
respectively. Due to the preservation of the charge, there
exists the relation that V ∗mkσ = V∗mmkσ +
∑
l,l 6=m V∗lmkσ.
Note that, because the SIAM is a mapped SIAM and
therefore the bath in this mapped SIAM is actually a
mapped virtue bath, it indeed corresponds to a real pro-
cess in the lattice model in which one electron hops from
one orbital on the studied site to any other orbital on any
other site, which is the physical picture. One should note
that V∗mmkσ and V∗lmkσ will not appear in the impurity
Hamiltonian Eq. (2), see Fig. 1 in Ref. 15.
From the derivation of Eqs. (5) and (6), we can note
that, when calculating the equation of motion of one
Green’s function  A;B , new Green’s functions will
appear, which are called higher order Green’s functions
than  A;B . If we calculate the equations of mo-
tion of these higher order Green’s functions, even higher
order Green’s functions will appear in these newly de-
rived equations of motion and these equations of motion
are also called higher order equations of motion having
a higher order than those in the previous step. Each
Green’s function only has one order. Only those Green’s
functions that first appear and never appeared in previ-
ous lower order equations of motion will receive its order
by observing in which order equations of motion they
first appear. Here the order of the Green’s function ap-
proximately labels the weight of the interaction associ-
ated with this Green’s function. Repeating this proce-
dure again and again, more and more equations of mo-
tion will be calculated and higher and even higher order
Green’s functions will appear, which is an infinite pro-
cedure. Then a decoupling scheme will be employed to
truncate this procedure and approximate those higher or-
der Green’s functions (higher than this truncation) with
the product of the lower order Green’s functions and rela-
tive correlation functions. Thus the equations are closed
and can be solved. The decoupling scheme gives under
which order the interactions are treated exactly and all
interactions higher than this order are treated approxi-
mately. The higher this order is, the more accurate the
scheme is. One can always get satisfactory precision of
the results by choosing appropriate decoupling scheme,
e.g., to choose one order higher decoupling scheme if the
employed one is not sufficient.
In Ref. 15, we have treated the on-site inter-orbital
Coulomb interactions with the mean-field approximation
which may cause a loss of interesting information asso-
ciated with the inter-orbital fluctuations. In the present
treatment we take the inter-orbital fluctuations fully into
account. We have previously noticed that, considering
the pre-occupied charge besides the two spins in the
two-particle Green’s function that we are studying, the
Coulomb interaction strength should be modified accord-
ingly to be an effective one.15 The DMFT will correct
the shape of bands and the charge occupations, where
the latter will cause a change of the Coulomb interac-
tions between correlated electrons. Moreover, having the
right Coulomb interactions will shift the bands to right
positions, while the band positions and the shape of the
bands will change the occupations. This implies that
occupations, Coulomb interactions, band positions, and
shape of bands have to be determined self-consistently.
Now, since the inter-orbital fluctuation terms have here
been taken into account, there should be three equations
to describe the intra-orbital and inter-orbital Coulomb
4interaction strength, respectively,
Ueffmm = Umm +
∑
l,l 6=m
(Ulmσσn¯lσ + Ulmσσ′ n¯lσ′), (7)
Uefflmσσ = Ulmσσ + Ummn¯mσ′ + Ulmσσ′ n¯lσ′
+
∑
l′,l′ 6=m
(Ul′mσσn¯l′σ + Ul′mσσ′ n¯l′σ′), (8)
Uefflmσσ′ = Ulmσσ′ + Ummn¯mσ′ + Ulmσσn¯lσ
+
∑
l′,l′ 6=m
(Ul′mσσn¯l′σ + Ul′mσσ′ n¯l′σ′), (9)
where l 6= m, l′ 6= l and l′ 6= m.
As a next step, we derive the equations in a form with
the total hybridization functions ∆mσ, where for the sim-
plicity we neglect the on-site inter-orbital direct single
hoppings as we have done in Ref. 15 and these on-site
inter-orbital direct single hoppings will be treated in a
forthcoming work. Therefore, we can obtain the follow-
ing equation of motion,
(ω + µ− εfmσ −∆mσ)×
 fmσ; f†mσ = 1 + Ummeff  nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+
∑
l,l 6=m
(
Ulmσσ  nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ 
+ Ulmσσ  nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
, (10)
where
∆mσ = ∆mmσ +
∑
l,l 6=m
∆lmσ, (11)
∆mmσ =
∑
k
VmkσV∗mmkσ
ω + µ− εmkσ , (12)
∆lmσ =
∑
k
VmkσV∗lmkσ
ω + µ− εmkσ
 flσ; f†mσ 
 fmσ; f†mσ 
. (13)
Here the ∆mmσ (∆lmσ) are the on-site indirect identical
orbital (inter-orbital) hybridizations, which relate to the
inter-site diagonal (off-diagonal) hopping terms. Under
this assumption, there is the relation
∑
k
Vmkσ  cmkσ; f†mσ = ∆mσ  fmσ; f†mσ  . (14)
Now let us derive the EOMs for the higher-order
Green’s functions appearing in Eq. (5) and those newly
generated equations, and then implement the decoupling
scheme to those three-particle Green’s functions to make
the equations closed. For the sake of readability, we have
put these EOMs in the Appendix.
Solving the derived closed set of equations, we obtain
finally the single-particle Green’s function for spin σ in
the m-th orbital,
 fmσ; f†mσ =
1 +A
(
n¯mσ′ + I1a
)
+
∑
l
(
B
(
n¯lσ + I1b
)
+ C
(
n¯lσ′ + I1c
))
ω + µ− εfmσ −∆mσ −A
(
∆mσ · I1a + I2a
)−∑l(B(∆mσ · I1b + I2b)+ C(∆mσ · I1c + I2c)) ,
(15)
where
A = Ueffmm
/[
ω + µ− εfmσ − Ueffmm −
∑
l
(Ulmσσn¯lσ + Ulmσσ′ n¯lσ′ + 2Un¯lσn¯lσ′)
−∆mσ −∆maσ − ∆˜maσ −
∑
l
n¯mσ′(∆lσ′ + ∆lσ)
]
, (16)
B = Uefflmσσ
/[
ω + µ− εfmσ − Uefflmσσ − (Ummn¯mσ′ + Ulmσ′σn¯lσ′ + Un¯mσn¯mσ′ + Un¯lσn¯lσ′)
−
∑
l′
(Ul′mσσn¯l′σ + Ul′mσσ′ n¯l′σ′ + 2Un¯l′σn¯l′σ′)−∆mσ −∆mbσ − ∆˜mbσ
−(n¯mσ′ + n¯lσ′)∆mσ −
∑
l′
(n¯l′σ + n¯l′σ′)∆mσ
]
, (17)
5C = Uefflmσ′σ
/[
ω + µ− εfmσ − Uefflmσ′σ − (Ummn¯mσ′ + Ulmσσn¯lσ + Un¯mσn¯mσ′ + Un¯lσn¯lσ′)
−
∑
l′
(Ul′mσσn¯l′σ + Ul′mσσ′ n¯l′σ′ + 2Un¯l′σn¯l′σ′)−∆mσ −∆mcσ − ∆˜mcσ
−(n¯mσ′ + n¯lσ)∆mσ −
∑
l′
(n¯l′σ + n¯l′σ′)∆mσ
]
, (18)
∆maσ =
∑
k
V∗mmkσ′Vmkσ′
ω + µ+ εfmσ′ − εfmσ − εmkσ′ +
∑
lk,l 6=m
V∗lmkσ′Vmkσ′
ω + µ+ εfmσ′ − εfmσ − εmkσ′
 flσ′ ; f†mσ′ 
 fmσ′ ; f†mσ′ 
, (19)
∆mbσ =
∑
k
V∗llkσVlkσ
ω + µ+ εflσ − εfmσ − εlkσ +
∑
l′k,l′ 6=l
V∗l′lkσVlkσ
ω + µ+ εflσ − εfmσ − εlkσ
 fl′σ; f†lσ 
 flσ; f†lσ 
, (20)
∆mcσ =
∑
k
V∗llkσ′Vlkσ′
ω + µ+ εflσ′ − εfmσ − εlkσ′ +
∑
l′k,l′ 6=l
V∗l′lkσ′Vlkσ′
ω + µ+ εflσ′ − εfmσ − εlkσ′
 fl′σ′ ; f†lσ′ 
 flσ′ ; f†lσ′ 
, (21)
∆˜maσ =
∑
k
V ∗mkσ′Vmmkσ′
ω + µ+ εmkσ′ − εfmσ′ − εfmσ − Umma +∑
kl,l 6=m
V ∗mkσ′Vlmkσ′
ω + µ+ εmkσ′ − εfmσ′ − εfmσ − Umma
 flσ′ ; f†mσ′ 
 fmσ′ ; f†mσ′ 
, (22)
∆˜mbσ =
∑
k
V ∗lkσVllkσ
ω + µ+ εlkσ − εflσ − εfmσ − Ummb +
∑
kl′,l′ 6=l
V ∗lkσVl′lkσ
ω + µ+ εlkσ − εflσ − εfmσ − Ummb
 fl′σ; f†lσ 
 flσ; f†lσ 
,(23)
∆˜mcσ =
∑
k
V ∗lkσ′Vllkσ′
ω + µ+ εlkσ′ − εflσ′ − εfmσ − Ummc +∑
kl′,l′ 6=l
V ∗lkσ′Vl′lkσ′
ω + µ+ εlkσ′ − εflσ′ − εfmσ − Ummc
 fl′σ′ ; f†lσ′ 
 flσ′ ; f†lσ′ 
, (24)
I1a =
∑
k
( V ∗mkσ′〈f†mσ′cmkσ′〉
ω + µ+ εfmσ′ − εfmσ − εmkσ′ −
Vmkσ′〈c†mkσ′fmσ′〉
ω + µ+ εmkσ′ − εfmσ′ − εfmσ − Umma
)
, (25)
I2a =
∑
kk′
(− V ∗mkσ′Vmkσ′〈c†mk′σ′cmkσ′〉
ω + µ+ εfmσ′ − εfmσ − εmkσ′ −
V ∗mkσ′Vmkσ′〈c†mkσ′cmk′σ′〉
ω + µ+ εmkσ′ − εfmσ′ − εfmσ − Umma
)
, (26)
I1b =
∑
k
( V ∗lkσ〈f†lσclkσ〉
ω + µ+ εflσ − εfmσ − εlkσ −
Vlkσ〈c†lkσflσ〉
ω + µ+ εlkσ − εflσ − εfmσ − Ummb
)
, (27)
I2b =
∑
kk′
(− V ∗lkσVlkσ〈c†lk′σclkσ〉
ω + µ+ εflσ − εfmσ − εlkσ −
V ∗lkσVlkσ〈c†lkσclk′σ〉
ω + µ+ εlkσ − εfmσ − εflσ − Ummb
)
, (28)
I1c =
∑
k
( V ∗lkσ′〈f†lσ′clkσ′〉
ω + µ+ εflσ′ − εfmσ − εlkσ′ −
Vmkσ′〈c†lkσ′flσ′〉
ω + µ+ εlkσ′ − εflσ′ − εfmσ − Ummc
)
, (29)
I2c =
∑
kk′
(− V ∗lkσ′Vlkσ′〈c†lk′σ′clkσ′〉
ω + µ+ εflσ′ − εfmσ − εlkσ′ −
V ∗lkσ′Vlkσ′〈c†lkσ′clk′σ′〉
ω + µ+ εlkσ′ − εflσ′ − εfmσ − Ummc
)
, (30)
6where
Umma = U
eff
mm + 2
∑
l
(Ulmσσn¯lσ + Ulmσσ′ n¯lσ′ + 2Un¯lσn¯lσ′), (31)
Ummb = U
eff
lmσσ + 2(Ummn¯mσ′ + Ulmσσ′ n¯lσ′ + Un¯mσn¯mσ′ + Un¯lσn¯lσ′)
+2
∑
l′
(Ul′mσσn¯l′σ + Ul′mσσ′ n¯l′σ′ + 2Un¯l′σn¯l′σ′), (32)
Ummc = U
eff
lmσσ′ + 2(Ummn¯mσ′ + Ulmσσn¯lσ + Un¯mσn¯mσ′ + Un¯lσn¯lσ′)
+2
∑
l′
(Ul′mσσn¯l′σ + Ul′mσσ′ n¯l′σ′ + 2Un¯l′σn¯l′σ′). (33)
In the above equations, l 6= l′. Moreover, in the numerical calculations we will use the following Hermitian relations
〈f†mσ′cmkσ′〉 = 〈c†mkσ′fmσ′〉, 〈c†mk′σ′cmkσ′〉 = 〈c†mkσ′cmk′σ′〉.
As we have mentioned in Ref. 15, the hybridization
functions in Eq. (15) will be obtained along with the
DMFT self-consistency conditions. For the Bethe lat-
tice, when one neglects the inter-site hoppings between
different orbitals, the DMFT self-consistency condition
should be
∆mσ = t
2
m  fmσ; f†mσ  . (34)
When we take now into account the inter-site hoppings
between different orbitals, we obtain that the DMFT self-
consistency condition will be
∆mσ = t
2
m
t2m
t2tot
 fmσ; f†mσ 
+
∑
l,l 6=m
t2m
t2l
t2tot
 flσ; f†lσ , (35)
with ttot is the total amplitude summing over all the or-
bitals, i.e., ttot =
∑
m tm. All the other hybridization
functions can be obtained by interpolation.
In this work, besides the inter-site inter-orbital hop-
pings, we concentrate and fully include the inter-orbital
fluctuations, because the Coulomb interactions are the
most basic interactions and give the principal contribu-
tions, and usually are also the only interactions incor-
porated in most LDA+DMFT works.29–32 Other inter-
actions, such as e.g. the spin-flip term and pair-hopping
term33, are considered to contribute less and contribute
mainly to the shape of the Hubbard bands (for a detailed
explanation, see Ref. 15).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To investigate the accuracy of the derived method, we
have studied the two-orbital Hubbard model in the half-
filled, paramagnetic case with this MO-EOM impurity
solver. The DOS for the quasiparticles are shown in
Fig. 1, computed for the case where the band widths
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Quasiparticle densities of states for
the halffilled two-orbital Hubbard model on the Bethe lat-
tice, computed with the MO-EOM method for the parame-
ters: D1 = D2 = 1, T = 0.01, and J = 0.
of the two orbitals are identical and the Hund’s cou-
pling constant is zero. It is observed that, along with
the increase of the Coulomb interaction strength U , the
system turns from the metallic state to the insulating
state. The Mott metal-insulator transition occurs at
nearly U = 1.45. We mention that the numerical cal-
culation automatically fulfills the particle-hole symme-
try and the sum rule that the integral over all the DOS
equals identity.
In Fig. 2 we show again the densities of states of
the quasiparticles for the two-orbital Hubbard model
at the halffilling. Now we have chosen the parameters
such that the two orbitals have identical band widths,
i.e., D1 = D2 = 1, and the Hund’s coupling constant
J = U/4. The results for larger U reveal that the
upper Hubbard band is in fact composed of three sub-
peaks which are generated correspondingly by the intra-
orbital and two types of inter-orbital Coulomb interac-
tions. With the increase of U , these three sub-peaks are
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Densities of states calculated for the
halffilled two-orbital Hubbard model on the Bethe lattice for
different U , with the parameters: D1 = D2 = 1, T = 0.01,
and J = U/4.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Computed densities of states for the
halffilled two-orbital ‘hole’ system on the Bethe lattice for
different Uhole, obtained with the parameters: D1 = D2 = 1,
T = 0.01, and Jhole = Uhole/4 = −U/4.
split more, due to the difference between the intra-orbital
and inter-orbital Coulomb interaction strengths, i.e., the
existence of the nonzero Hund’s coupling constant. The
result in Fig. 2 is obtained from the evolution with Eq.
(15), and it follows the sum rule. The word ‘evolution’ is
here used for the iterative approach, iterating from an ini-
tial guessed Green’s function to a final converged result.
Fig. 2 shows however an asymmetric DOS for the lower
and upper Hubbard bands, something which is unusual
and requires further investigations. As outlined in the
following, this is related to how the iterative algorithm is
performed.
To study in more detail the issue of the particle-hole
symmetry, we considering an electron system where all
the states are initially fully occupied, the presence of a
‘hole’ state (empty of electron) is equivalently a fermionic
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Quasiparticle densities of states for the
halffilled two-orbital Hubbard model on the Bethe lattice with
particle-hole symmetry at different U , with the parameters:
D1 = D2 = 1, T = 0.01, and J = U/4.
quasiparticle with spin index. Therefore, a many-electron
system can be equivalently seen as a many-hole sys-
tem, where the equivalent ‘hole’ system is similar to
the electron system but only the interactions between
the ‘hole’ states are with negative Coulomb interaction
strengths. All our derived and obtained equations are
also valid for these ‘hole’ states. Thus, we can imple-
ment our equations of motion to this ‘hole’ system and
set the hole position for σ spin channel in the m-th or-
bital as −εmfσ. When Jhole = Uhole/4 = −U/4, we
obtain consequently the DOS of the ‘hole’ quasiparti-
cles, as shown in Fig. 3. However, the studied ‘hole’
system and the electron system are actually the same
system, but are seen from different view angles. There-
fore, the DOS obtained from the ‘hole’ system is also the
DOS of the electrons. For any system, when the final
self-consistently converged Green’s function is obtained,
no matter whether we calculate one next iteration as an
electron system or as a ‘hole’ system, it will give identi-
cal results, i.e., it will follow the particle-hole symmetry.
One should note that this reasoning is not only applica-
ble for the halffilled case, but for all arbitrary occupa-
tions, i.e., all the systems should follow this rule. Com-
bining this idea into the evolution, we have calculated
both the electron system and the ‘hole’ system in our ge-
netic algorithm scheme,14 which can also be considered to
be a double-check procedure, and obtained the corrected
DOS, shown in Fig. 4, for the halffilled two-orbital sys-
tem with nonzero J = U/4. The particle-hole symmetry
is well recovered. We mentioned that both the lower and
upper Hubbard bands show a splitting in sub-peaks for a
large U due to the nonzero J . The lower Hubbard band
is split, whereas in the DMFT self-consistency condition
Eq. (35) for the Bethe lattice, the updated hybridization
functions can not offer the information of this splitting.
Combining the calculation of ‘hole’ states into the evolu-
tion algorithm is a double-check process which can indeed
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Quasiparticle densities of states com-
puted for the halffilled two-orbital Hubbard model on the
Bethe lattice at different J , for the parameters: D1 = D2 = 1,
T = 0.01, and U = 4.
safeguard the accuracy of the finally obtained result. In
the genetic algorithm,34 this operation has the meaning
to increase the diversity of the trial Green’s functions,
something which is important for the genetic algorithm
so that the system will iteratively evolve in the right di-
rection. If employed with linear mixing, the usual form
of a searching scheme is
Gn+1f = αG
new
f + (1− α)Gnf , (36)
which means that in each iteration only a small amount
of newly generated Green’s function will be mixed with
the Green’s function of the last iteration so that the in-
tegral equations are iteratively solved. α (and also the
β below) is the mixing parameter and n is the iteration
number. Our discourse above purports that now it should
be modified to
Gn+1f = αG
new
f + βG
new
hole + (1− α− β)Gnf . (37)
In the genetic algorithm this does not cost additional
time because in each iteration we will calculate a group
of Green’s functions. We can simply change some calcu-
lations of electron system to ‘hole’ system. For details
of the genetic algorithm for a continuous spectrum, see
Ref. 35. If the iterative search is performed with linear
mixing, the required time will be doubled in serial cal-
culation, but it is still much faster than other numerical
methods.
Fig. 5 shows the quasiparticle DOS at a fixed U but
with different J , where the influence of the choice of J
is studied. It can be observed that both the lower and
upper Hubbard bands are split into sub-peaks by the
Coulomb interactions and their splitting increases with
the increase of the Hund’s coupling constant J . Here
we have chosen U = 4 which is a medium value. Taken
the information in this figure together with that in Fig.
4, it is apparent that for a small U the Hubbard bands
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Densities of states for the halffilled
two-orbital Hubbard model on the Bethe lattice at different
U , computed with the MO-EOM approach for two different
band-widths, using the parameters: D2 = 2D1 = 2, T = 0.01,
and J = 0. The DOS shown on the negative ordinate are those
obtained for the wide orbital, those on the positive ordinate
are obtained for the narrow orbital.
can not be clearly split and will acquire only a change of
the overall shape. For very large U , however, both the
lower and upper Hubbard band can become split even
into three peaks.
In the above calculations, we studied the situation that
the two orbitals have identical band-widths. Now let us
turn to the case that the band-widths of the two orbitals
are different, which can be occur, for example, for those
systems that have both partial filled d and f electron
shells, because the f electrons are considered to be more
localized and should thus have a narrower band-width.
To study this case we have used completely the same
code, but only changed the parameters. Once a method
can be generalized to more systems but without any ad-
ditional work needed, it will be much easier to work with
and will encounter more applications in LDA+DMFT
calculations for real materials. In Fig. 6, we present the
quasiparticle DOS for both the narrow and wide orbital,
with the parameters such that the band-width of the
wide orbital is twice that of the narrow orbital, and the
Coulomb interaction strengths are identical, i.e., J = 0.
For sake of clarity we plotted the DOS of the narrow or-
bital on positive y axis and that of the wide orbital on the
negative y axis. For the same U value, the narrow and the
wide orbitals have different DOS. Also, we studied the in-
fluence of U . With an increase of U , the narrow and wide
orbitals simultaneously change both from being metallic
states to insulating states. Hence, no orbital-selective
Mott transition is observed.
Fig. 7 shows the quasiparticle DOS for the param-
agnetic two-orbital Hubbard model with different band-
widths for the two orbitals, now computed with the pa-
rameter J = U/4. Similar features as shown in Fig. 6 can
be observed, but at a higher critical value of U compared
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Densities of states for the halffilled
two-orbital Hubbard model on the Bethe lattice at different
U , computed with the parameters: D2 = 2D1 = 2, T = 0.01,
and J = U/4. The DOS shown on the negative ordinate is
that for the wide orbital, that on the positive ordinate for the
narrow orbital.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Comparison of the densities of states
for the halffilled two-orbital Hubbard model on the Bethe lat-
tice calculated with the MO-EOM to those computed with
the NRG method for various U , using the parameters: D1 =
D2 = 1, T = 0.01, and J = U/4. The DOS shown on the
negative ordinate are those of the NRG method, those on the
positive ordinate are computed with our EOM method. The
NRG data are extracted from Ref. 36.
to the results in Fig. 6, which is due to the decrease of
the effective Coulomb interaction strength caused by the
nonzero J . In addition, the Hubbard bands display a
splitting into sub-peaks in the large U region.
Next, in order to address the accuracy of our MO-
EOM impurity solver, we give some comparisons of our
numerical results to those obtained with other methods.
First, we present a comparison to the numerical renor-
malization group method in Fig. 8 for the paramagnetic
two-orbital system where the two orbitals have identi-
cal band-widths, i.e., D1 = D2 = 1. The NRG data
are extracted from Ref. 36. For the purpose of visibility,
the NRG results are plotted on the negative y axis, while
those of our MO-EOM method are plotted on the positive
y axis. The quasiparticle DOS obtained with the same
U are plotted in the same color. Overall, our MO-EOM
method and the NRG method show a very good agree-
ment no matter if it is on the widths and positions of the
Hubbard bands or on the critical value of U for the Mott
metal-insulator transition. In addition, our MO-EOM re-
sult displays not only more micro-structures of the DOS
caused by the nonzero J of the anistropic Coulomb inter-
actions, but also shows a greatly reduced tail effect, which
is an advantage of our EOM method that in our genetic
algorithm evolution scheme the Lorentzian broadening
can even be set as zero. With regard to these two points,
our MO-EOM method has a computational advantage
and is more accurate.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Comparison of the densities of states
obtained with the MO-EOM and QMC methods for the half-
filled two-orbital Hubbard model on the Bethe lattice for dif-
ferent U , with the parameters: D2 = 2D1 = 2, T = 1/40, and
J = U/4. In panel (a), the quasiparticle DOS are compared
between our MO-EOM method and the QMC method for the
narrow orbital. In panel (b), the DOS are compared between
our method and the QMC method for the wide orbital. In
both panels, the DOS shown on the negative ordinate are
from the QMC method and those on the positive ordinate are
from our MO-EOM method. The QMC data are those from
Ref. 37.
Next, we provide a comparison of the MO-EOM quasi-
particle DOS to values obtained with the QMC method
in Fig. 9 for the case that J = U/4. The QMC data are
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obtained from Ref. 37, and all parameters are taken to be
the same. In panel (a), we compare the DOS of the nar-
row orbital correspondingly obtained with our MO-EOM
method and the QMC method, where the QMC data are
plotted on the negative y axis and the MO-EOM data on
the positive y axis. In panel (b), the DOS of the wide or-
bital are compared between the QMC and our MO-EOM
method, and similarly here the QMC and MO-EOM data
are plotted on negative and positive y axis, respectively.
To some extent, both methods have an agreement on
the Hubbard bands, for the positions of the orbital lev-
els. However, the two methods show a different critical
value of U and different behavior when the system ap-
proaches the metal-insulator transition, which has been
found in a previous study,15 too, and is here confirmed.
The reason for the different behavior is that, in our MO-
EOM method, we have taken into account the inter-site
inter-orbital hopping effects (which are also mentioned in
Ref. 32), and the DOS obtained with the two methods are
actually calculated with a different Hamiltonian36–38(see
Ref. 15). The inter-site hopping reflects the interactions
between the orbitals at the studied site and the orbitals
of other sites. But, when all the sites are identical, due
to the translation invariance, the inter-site inter-orbital
hopping can equivalently be seen as an interaction be-
tween one orbital and all other on-site orbitals, whose
influence will suppress the orbital-selective Mott transi-
tion. Moreover, we have taken into account the inter-
orbital fluctuations. For spin σ in the m-th orbital, the
spins existing in other orbitals have a similar contribution
as spin σ′ in the m-th orbital, which can be seen from
our equations. In Fig. 2 we have noted that, for the two-
orbital paramagnetic system, the Hubbard band for one
spin is actually composed of three parts corresponding
to the other three spins. Accordingly, the Kondo peak
should also be composed of three parts. This means that,
once there is a Kondo peak for one spin, there will be a
Kondo peak for another spin. Therefore, the existence
of the on-site inter-orbital fluctuations will suppress the
orbital-selective Mott transition, too. We also note that
in our MO-EOM result the Kondo peak is nearly pinned
at the Fermi level, which is an important aspect for an
impurity solver because in theory the Kondo peak should
be pinned at one point at the Fermi level,39 while the
QMC method does not show this feature.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper we have proposed an improved fast
and applicable multi-orbital impurity solver for the
DMFT based on the equations of motion method with
fully including the inter-orbital fluctuations beyond the
mean-field approximation treatment to the inter-orbital
Coulomb interactions. Our derivation has provided an
alternative, fast and more precise way to obtain the local
single-particle Green’s functions.
The derived impurity solver works directly on the real
frequencies axis and for any temperatures. Comparing
with other methods, it is less memory and cpu time ex-
pensive. It has also given improved detail in the micro-
structures of the DOS and shows an improved perfor-
mance in reducing the tail effect. Furthermore, it still
keeps the generality of the parameters. From our investi-
gations it appears that our MO-EOM method can be gen-
erally applied to a large range of multi-orbital systems,
no matter if these have identical or different band-widths,
nonzero J or not. In the present work we only studied the
paramagnetic case, but the MO-EOM method can also
be applied for the magnetic case. The comparisons of
our numerical results with those obtained with NRG and
QMC methods attest that our method shows not only a
good agreement but also more precise micro-structures
of the Hubbard bands, and also some distinct differ-
ent behavior in approaching the Mott metal-insulator
transition with the self-consistent inclusion of the inter-
site inter-orbital hoppings and the on-site inter-orbital
Coulomb interactions. Therefore, our MO-EOM method
appears to be a good candidate for a fast impurity solver
for the dynamical mean field theory and for LDA+DMFT
calculations of multi-orbital strongly correlated electron
systems.40
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Appendix A: Equations of motion for the
two-particle Green’s functions
In order to make the paper more easily readable, we
present here the equations of motion for the higher-order
two-particle Green’s functions that are needed to derive
the final single-particle Green’s function Eq. (15) given
in this paper. In addition we also list the decoupling
scheme for the three-particle Green’s functions appearing
in those equations of motion.
The EOMs of the higher-order Green’s functions are
11
(ω + µ− εfmσ)Gmnf = n¯mσ′ + Umm  nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+
∑
l
(
Ulmσσ  nˆlσnˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Ulmσ′σ  nˆlσ′ nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
k
(− V ∗mkσ′  c†mkσ′fmσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Vmkσ  nˆmσ′cmkσ; f†mσ 
+ Vmkσ′  f†mσ′cmkσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
(A1)
(ω + µ− εfmσ)Glmnσf = n¯lσ + Ulmσσ  nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ 
+
(
Umm  nˆmσ′ nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ  +Ulmσ′σ  nˆlσ′ nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l′
l′ 6=l,l′ 6=m
(
Ul′mσσ  nˆlσnˆlσfmσ; f†mσ  +Ul′mσ′σ  nˆl′σ′ nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
k
(− V ∗lkσ  c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ  +Vmkσ  nˆmσ′cmkσ; f†mσ 
+ Vlkσ  f†lσclkσfmσ; f†mσ 
)
(A2)
(ω + µ− εfmσ)Glmnσ′f = n¯lσ′ + Ulmσ′σ  nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+
(
Umm  nˆmσ′ nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Ulmσσ  nˆlσnˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l′
l′ 6=l,l′ 6=m
(
Ul′mσσ  nˆlσnˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Ul′mσ′σ  nˆl′σ′ nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
k
(− V ∗lkσ′  c†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Vmkσ  nˆmσ′cmkσ; f†mσ 
+ Vlkσ′  f†lσ′clkσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
(A3)
(ω + µ− εmkσ)Gmnc = V ∗mmkσ  nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
k′
(
V ∗mk′σ′  f†mσ′cmk′σ′cmkσ; f†mσ 
− Vmk′σ′  c†mk′σ′fmσ′cmkσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l,l 6=m
V ∗lmkσ  nˆmσ′flσ; f†mσ  (A4)
(ω + µ− εmkσ)Glmnσc = V ∗mmkσ  nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
k′
(
V ∗lk′σ  f†lσclk′σcmkσ; f†mσ 
− Vlk′σ  c†lk′σflσcmkσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l′,l′ 6=m
V ∗l′mkσ  nˆlσfl′σ; f†mσ  (A5)
(ω + µ− εmkσ)Glmnσ′c = V ∗mmkσ  nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
k′
(
V ∗lk′σ′  f†lσ′clk′σ′cmkσ; f†mσ 
− Vlk′σ′  c†lk′σ′flσ′cmkσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l′,l′ 6=m
V ∗l′mkσ  nˆlσ′fl′σ; f†mσ  (A6)
(ω + µ+ εfmσ′ − εmkσ′ − εfmσ)Gmfcf = 〈f†mσ′cmkσ′〉+ V ∗mmkσ′  nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+
∑
k′
(
V ∗mk′σ  f†mσ′cmkσ′cmk′σ; f†mσ  −Vmk′σ′  c†mk′σ′cmkσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l,l 6=m
V ∗lmkσ′  f†mσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ  (A7)
12
(ω + µ+ εflσ − εlkσ − εfmσ)Glmfσcf = 〈f†lσclkσ〉+ V ∗llkσ  nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
k′
(
V ∗mk′σ  f†mσcmkσcmk′σ; f†mσ 
− Vlk′σ  c†lk′σclkσfmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l′,l′ 6=l
V ∗l′lkσ  f†lσfl′σfmσ; f†mσ  (A8)
(ω + µ+ εflσ′ − εlkσ′ − εfmσ)Glmfσ′cf = 〈f†lσ′clkσ′〉+ V ∗llkσ′  nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
k′
(
V ∗mk′σ  f†mσ′cmkσ′cmk′σ; f†mσ 
− Vlk′σ′  c†lk′σ′clkσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l′,l′ 6=l
V ∗l′lkσ′  f†lσ′fl′σ′fmσ; f†mσ  (A9)
(ω + µ+ εmkσ′ − εfmσ′ − εfmσ)Gmcff = 〈c†mkσ′fmσ′〉+ Umm  c†mkσ′fmσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+ 2
∑
l
(
Ulmσσ  nˆlσc†mkσ′fmσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Ulmσ′σ  nˆlσ′c†mkσ′fmσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
− Vmmkσ′  nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
k′
(
V ∗mk′σ′  c†mkσ′cmk′σ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+ V ∗mk′σ′  c†mkσ′fmσ′cmk′σ; f†mσ 
)− ∑
l,l 6=m
Vlmkσ′  f†lσ′fmσ′fmσ; f†mσ , (A10)
(ω + µ+ εlkσ − εflσ − εfmσ)Glmcfσf = 〈c†lkσflσ〉+ Ulmσσ  c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ 
+
(
Umm  nˆmσ′c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ  +Umlσ′σ  nˆmσ′c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
(
Ull  nˆlσ′c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ  +Ulmσ′σ  nˆlσ′c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l′ 6=l
l′ 6=m
(
Ul′mσσ  nˆl′σc†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ  +Ul′mσ′σ  nˆlσ′c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ 
+ Ul′lσσ  nˆl′σc†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ  +Ul′lσ′σ  nˆlσ′c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ 
)
− Vllkσ  nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
k′
(
V ∗lk′σ  c†lkσclk′σfmσ; f†mσ 
+ V ∗mk′σ  c†lkσflσcmk′σ; f†mσ 
)− ∑
l′,l′ 6=l
Vl′lkσ  f†l′σflσfmσ; f†mσ , (A11)
(ω + µ+ εlkσ′ − εflσ′ − εfmσ)Glmcfσ′f = 〈c†lkσ′flσ′〉+ Ulmσ′σ  c†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+
(
Umm  nˆmσ′c†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Umlσ′σ′  nˆmσ′c†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
(
Ull  nˆlσc†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Ulmσσ  nˆlσc†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
+
∑
l′ 6=l
l′ 6=m
(
Ul′mσσ  nˆl′σc†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Ul′mσ′σ  nˆlσ′c†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+ Ul′lσσ′  nˆl′σc†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +Ul′lσ′σ′  nˆlσ′c†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ 
)
− Vllkσ′  nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ  +
∑
k′
(
V ∗lk′σ′  c†lkσ′clk′σ′fmσ; f†mσ 
+ V ∗mk′σ  c†lkσ′flσ′cmk′σ; f†mσ 
)− ∑
l′,l′ 6=l
Vl′lkσ′  f†l′σ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ , (A12)
where the Coulomb interaction strength will change accordingly for the multi-orbital case due to the pre-existence of
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charge, and we have used the following abbreviations for the Green’s functions on the left hand side:
Gmnf = nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ , Gmfcf = f†mσ′cmkσ′fmσ; f†mσ ,
Gmnc = nˆmσ′cmkσ; f†mσ , Gmcff = c†mkσ′fmσ′fmσ; f†mσ  .
Glmnσf = nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ , Glmfσcf = f†lσclkσfmσ; f†mσ ,
Glmnσc = nˆlσcmkσ; f†mσ , Glmcfσf = c†lkσflσfmσ; f†mσ  .
Glmnσ′f = nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ , Glmfσ′cf = f†lσ′clkσ′fmσ; f†mσ ,
Glmnσ′c = nˆlσ′cmkσ; f†mσ , Glmcfσ′f = c†lkσ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ  .
In the above equations of motion, we will drop the Green’s functions involving odd number of operators of one
arbitrary orbital, e.g.  f†l′σ′flσ′fmσ; f†mσ  etc., and attribute them to the effects of inter-orbital hybridizations
which will be taken into account through the DMFT self-consistency conditions.
For the three-particle Green’s functions we used the following decouplings,
 nˆlσnˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ ≈ n¯lσ  nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ , (A13)
 nˆlσ′ nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ ≈ n¯lσ′  nˆmσ′fmσ; f†mσ , (A14)
 nˆmσ′ nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ ≈ n¯mσ′  nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ , (A15)
 nˆlσ′ nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ ≈ n¯lσ′  nˆlσfmσ; f†mσ , (A16)
 nˆmσ′ nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ ≈ n¯mσ′  nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ , (A17)
 nˆlσnˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ ≈ n¯lσ  nˆlσ′fmσ; f†mσ  . (A18)
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